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Most of the songs on these individual albums from 2015 to 2019 were written from
2009 to 2019. All of my writing in that stretch seemed to touch in one manner or
another on love, hope, resilience, faith, hope, and home. As I became ever more
conscious of just how many common threads there were, connecting songs to songs,
the more I realized that everything I was working on was a single body of work.
Seeing that “big picture” — and deciding to give it a bigger canvas, spanning five
albums — allowed me the room to explore different aspects of my writing and music
in more depth than I ever have before on a single record. I worked carefully chosen
covers into the mix, too — all songs that I felt reinforced the themes behind this
project.
I’ve always been a long-distance runner at heart, and like to think of Project 5 as a
marathon: each leg is its own separate journey, but they all lead to the same
destination: Home.
The first two "pieces" of Project 5, the albums "Love You Strong" and "The
Slaughterhouse Sessions," were both released in 2016. The second two albums, "Talk
to a Human" and "Who is Ann?", were released in 2019.
After all pre-orders have been filled with Terri Hendrix's fanbase, Pilgrim's
Progress, the final album in this series, will be released September 3rd, 2021.
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"Love You Strong Project 5.1," is a collection of songs that put the concept of love
under the microscope. Love isn’t all hearts and flowers and it’s not just about
broken hearts. Love is being there for someone in both sickness and in health. It’s
the unspoken vows given in lifelong friendships. It’s the marriage of trust, loyalty,
and convictions that stand the test of time. However, this isn’t an album of “love
songs.” It's about stepping in and being there for someone when the world steps
out. Musically, it’s very straight forward. We intentionally composed and arranged
the music so that the songs didn't leave the earthy parameters of storytelling.
"The Slaughterhouse Sessions Project 5.2," is an acoustic blues and gospel record. We
recorded some of these tracks at a former slaughterhouse in El Prado, New Mexico.
Now converted into an eclectic guesthouse for family, friends, and artists, it's a
beautiful and inspiring place to visit and write. As an animal lover, I originally shied
away from naming a record after a slaughterhouse. But the truth is, the title fit the
music and subject matter. On this album, the groove made for a comfortable place to
tackle uncomfortable subject matter like religious hypocrisy, war, poverty, and
racism. We intentionally composed and arranged the music so as to create tension
within the songs. In the end though, regardless of what I'm singing about or the
music it's folded into, "The Slaughterhouse Sessions" is still about eventually
arriving at a better place than where you began — be it mentally, spiritually, or
physically.
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"Talk to a Human Project 5.3" addresses communication in the digital age. There
has never been more easy and efficient ways to communicate. So why is it so hard to
talk to one another? To listen to one another? To celebrate our differences while
simultaneously championing those that bring out the good in our society? "Talk to a
Human" is my chance to dive headfirst into subjects that inspire me. Because the
subject matter varied so much on this album, we are unapologetically all over the
map musically. From rapping on a Latin-tinged folk song, to using breath as a
percussion instrument on "Talk to a Human," we let genre go by the wayside and
embraced what was in our hearts.
"Who is Ann Project 5.4," is my first foray into electronic music and the first album I
produced some tracks solely on my own. When Enigma burst on the music scene in the
90's with their blend of electronica infused pop music, I became hooked. They have
remained an influence in my music; as has elements of rap, folk, country, and
basically any artist that colors outside the lines lyrically and musically. From the pedal
steel wizardry of Lloyd Maines to my own collection of loops and spoken word pieces,
I hammered out a dream of mine. We created a collection of songs where the music is
infused with vocal percussion and lyrics to create a mood that climbs from the bowels
of depression from profound loss, to the steely reserve to move forward and grab the
light.
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"Pilgrim's Progress Project 5.5" brings Project 5 home. And though in many ways
it’s very different from any other album I’ve ever made — being all covers and
almost all one style (country, for my dad!) — I can promise you that Pilgrim’s
Progress really is the perfect bookend for the series that began back in 2016 with
Love You Strong (Project 5.1.) I’ve embraced some of these songs my entire career
(some even my entire life). Other songs on this album also embody the recurring
themes and message of the other four albums in the series. This one's theme is
"home." I long last, Project 5 is done.
"Live From Wilory Farm" is on ongoing online concert series I host live, at Wilory
Farm, in Martindale, Texas. Tune in to hear all of these songs on Project 5! All
proceeds from these concert directly support the creation of and sustainability of
Wilory Farm Center for the Creative Arts! Your contributions help with all things
related to land maintenance (we are making it a park), construction of the arts
center, purchasing essential office supplies and equipment, and all manner of other
overhead here at Wilory Farm! Information about this series and Project 5 is readily
available at my website: terrihendrix.com

